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INTRODUCTION
Recognizing hidden patterns from financial time series has a wide application. Risk management, portfolio construction, asset pricing, and stock price prediction can all benefit from studies of the sequence characteristics and the relationship between variables. The prior literatures use a variety of models to describe the relationship of financial time series, including ARMA, GARCH, VAR, and Copula (Kim, 2001; He and Gong, 2009; Baele et al., 2010; Garcia and Tsafack, 2011; Gallegati, 2012; Gupta and Guidi, 2012) . Each of these methods has its applicability and limitations, including: (1) little tolerance for noise, which would probably over fitting and lead to
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is the literature review for sequence alignment method and its application in financial markets. Section 3 introduces the model of sequence alignment for financial time series. Section 4 proposes a score matrix we called similarity-oriented matrix in order to find hidden patterns in financial time series. Section 5 conducts simulation to test application of sequence alignment method in different cases of financial markets. Section 6 conduct empirical analysis to study characteristics and relationship between two stock markets in China (Shanghai Composite Index and Shenzhen Component Index), and sensitive analysis of different threshold values of symbols definition. Section 7 concludes the main results in this paper and provides research expectation.
LITERATURE REVIEW
In biology, similarity of DNA or protein can be measured by similarity of nucleic acid or amino acid sequence.
Since function and structure mainly depend on its sequence, finding similar sequence can help to find similar structure and function, and can even speculate evolutionary relationship of the gene. Thus, sequence alignment is a common method to compare sequence of DNA or protein, and find their similarity and difference patterns.
Researches on sequence alignment mainly can be divided into two parts: the one is to improve its algorithm accuracy and computation speed (Gibbs and McIntyre, 1970; Pearson and Lipman, 1988; Altschul et al., 1990; Lambert et al., 2003; Altschul et al., 2008; Dickson and Gloor, 2012; Khazanov et al., 2012; Herman et al., 2015; Mirarab, 2015) and the other is to apply it to study similar structure of the sequences to speculate their evolutionary relationship (Li et al., 2008; Jangam et al., 2009; Li et al., 2010; Di Tommaso et al., 2011; Mirarab et al., 2015; Nguyen, 2016; Yamada et al., 2016) . In this paper, we mainly concern about the application of sequence alignment beyond biological field, especially in financial analysis. The literatures applying sequence alignment method to financial markets are as follows.
Takuya Yamano used sequence alignment method to analyze financial markets (Yamano et al., 2008) . In empirical analysis, they studied similarity of Brazil index and the Dow Jones industrial average. They suggested using sequence alignment method to analyze financial time series can recognize similar characteristics in different markets. Besides, this method can tolerate abnormal data and time-lag.
Xu combined fuzzy logic theory and sequence alignment method (Xu, 2010) . Opening price, closing price, maximum and minimum price were encoded into K-chart, which then can be recognized by sequence alignment. Xu Xu combined K-nearest and sequence alignment method to predict stock price (Mei, 2013) . First, Shanghai
Composite Index and Shenzhen Component Index were symbolized. Then, using sequence alignment method, k subsequences were obtained for stock price prediction by K-nearest method.
Yih-Wenn Laih combined GARCH-Copula and sequence alignment method to calculate rank correlation coefficient of financial time series, and analyze correlation of stock index in Four Asian Tigers (Laih, 2014) .
Empirical results suggested rank correlation coefficient based on sequence alignment method is larger than other methods.
There is a few of literatures applied sequence alignment method in financial markets, and they mainly focus on the correlation between financial time series or stock price prediction. Actually, besides these, the applications of sequence alignment method in financial research can be more extensive, such as lead-lag relationship recognition and missing data finding. Moreover, when prior researches applied sequence alignment in financial time series analysis, the score matrix they use is usually setting a certain value for symbol pairs, which we called simple matrix in this paper. Since simple matrix ignores match probability contained in historical data, pattern, which means probability of symbols occurring in two sequences at the same time, cannot be recognized. This paper will learn from the methods of constructing PAM and BLOSUM matrix in biology, and propose a similarity-oriented score matrix to extract match patterns from financial time series. It not only provides a new method to find hidden pattern of financial time series, but also extends application fields of sequence alignment method.
MODEL OF SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT
In bioinformatics, sequence for alignment is a series of characters which refer to DNA, RNA or protein.
Sequence alignment is to match symbols according to a scoring rule. When two sequences are placed in two lines, similar symbols are placed in the same column, while different symbols are set as mismatch or gaps. Thus, there are three cases in alignment results, as follows:
(1) Match: corresponding positions have similar symbols in different sequences.
(2) Mismatch: corresponding positions have different symbols in different sequences.
(3) Gap: insert several gaps in one sequence to make them correspond to the symbols in the other sequence.
Thus, sequence alignment is a matching algorithm to maximize similar corresponding symbols. Since we can set each case (match, mismatch and insert gap) a score, sequence alignment is to use such scoring rule to get the optimal (most similar) arrangement of the symbols in two sequences. For sequences and , the optimal results is the maximum . In other words, sequence alignment is to optimize sequences and in order to make maximum.
Score system of sequence alignment contains score matrix and gaps penalty. For gaps penalty, inserting gaps will deduct a certain score. For symbol replacement, score matrix is to measure matching score of the two symbols.
Score function means the matching score of symbols in y-th row (y-th symbols in sequence T) and x-th column (x-th symbols in sequence S) of the score matrix. It can be seen that the result of sequence alignment depends on score matrix. Thus, score matrix design is important, and is one of our main focus in this paper.
SIMILARITY-ORIENTED SCORE MATRIX
In bioinformatics, the common score matrixes for sequence alignment are Point Accepted Mutation (PAM) (Dayhoff, 1972; Pevsner, 2009; Sung, 2009 ) and BLOSUM matrix (Henikoff and Henikoff, 1992; Pertsemlidis and Fondon, 2001; Eddy, 2004) . PAM matrix is according to conversion rate of the amino acids in protein sequence. If the conversion rate of two amino acids is high, the matching score of them is high, and corresponding value in score matrix is large. Thus, the value of i-th row and j-th column in PAM matrix reflects conversion probability of i-th and j-th amino acid in two sequences. BLOSUM matrix is also calculated from conversion rate of the amino acids in protein sequence with a different method.
When applying sequence alignment model to financial time series analysis, prior researches mainly use simple score matrix, such as Unitary matrix or BLAST matrix, which set a fixed positive score when symbols in two sequences are the same, and set a fixed negative score (or 0) when they are different. However, such score matrix cannot reflect the relationship of different symbols, for example, the similarity level of the two different symbols.
Thus, patterns (probability of symbols occurring in two sequences at the same time) cannot be recognized. Inspired by score matrix in bioinformatics, this paper proposes similarity-oriented matrix as score matrix to analyze financial time series, which can be used to extract match patterns from financial time series according to relationship of symbols in time series.
Suppose the length of two sequences are same, and symbols in both sequences are alignment. Define the first sequence as main chain, and the second sequence is auxiliary chain. Score matrix proposed in this paper called similarity-oriented matrix can be calculated as follows:
(1) Calculate co-occurrences probability matrix
Suppose the length of both sequences is , and is count of occurrence for j-th symbol in main chain.
is count of occurrence for i-th symbol in auxiliary chain. is count of co-occurrences for j-th symbol in main chain and i-th symbol in auxiliary chain, and refers to the occurrence frequency of i-th symbol in auxiliary chain under the condition that j-th symbol occurs in main chain, where . We can then approximate frequency to probability, and denote it as .
(2) Standardize probability matrix
If value of is close to zero, which may be caused by rare occurrence of i-th symbol in auxiliary chain, probability matrix should be standardized. Define as frequency of j-th symbol in main chain, and is frequency of i-th symbol in auxiliary chain. Then, , and . Thus, standardized value is .
To explain its meaning, we conduct following mathematical transformation:
Where refers to co-occurrences probability of j-th symbol in main chain and i-th symbol in auxiliary chain if they are independent. In this case, their co-occurrence is a random event. is a conditional probability which refers to occurrences probability of i-th symbol in auxiliary chain under the condition that j-th symbol in main chain is at the corresponding position. refers to co-occurrences probability of j-th symbol in main chain and i-th symbol in auxiliary chain. Thus, if , their co-occurrence is a random event.
If , their co-occurrence probability is even less than a random event. If , their co-occurrence probability is larger than a random event.
(3) Calculate log odds matrix
For mismatching penalty, we calculate log odds matrix, denoted as , and . If , will be set as . If , which means rare co-occurrences of j-th symbol in main chain and i-th symbol in auxiliary chain. We consider such situation as mismatch. If , we consider j-th symbol in main chain and i-th symbol in auxiliary chain are match.
Following is an example of above three steps to calculate score matrix: (1) Calculate co-occurrences probability matrix:
(2) Standardize probability matrix:
(3) Calculate log odds matrix:
SIMULATION
Because sequence alignment method is firstly used to analyze biological sequence which is discrete, when it is applied to financial field where have different data characteristics, we conduct 3 simulations to test validity of the sequence alignment method used in the time series analysis. The simulation contains following steps. First, generate datasets for simulation, which is to get discrete data from a certain function. Next, symbolize datasets, which is to classify datasets according to its characters, and define each of class a symbol, such as G, P, T and N in amino acids. Then, use sequence alignment method to analyze two sequences. Since trigonometric function with uncomplicated range has good characteristics, which can be analyzed combining unit circle, and the values appears repeatedly in the domain of definition, this paper uses trigonometric function to generate datasets for simulation.
Simulation I: Recognize Key Points in Sequence
First dataset for simulation generates from trigonometric function , and x is the integer in range of [1, 500] . Size of the dataset is 500.
We first symbolize the dataset according to the sign (positive or negative) of its value and slope. Thus, the dataset can be divided into 8 classes. We also divide central angle into 8 parts, and each part is . Define these 8 classes as different symbols in amino acids, which is shown in Table 1 and Fig.1 . 
Range of Value Slope Symbol
k is the natural number, -+‖ refers to above 0, --‖refers to below 0, and -0‖ refers to approximate to 0.
Fig-1.
Characters of the dataset and its corresponding symbols for simulation I.
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For sequence alignment of the two sequences, define dataset in Fig.1 as sequence a, which contains 500 symbols. Random delete 50 characters in sequence a, and get sequence b. We use simple score matrix for sequence alignment of sequence a and b, that is, the score will get 1 point if the symbols at the same position of the two sequences are the same, otherwise get 0. This score matrix is also called unitary matrix. Suppose no gap penalty here. The results are shown in Fig.2 . It can be seen that several gaps are inserted into sequence b so that two sequences are matched. Moreover, if sequence b is generated by replacing some symbols in sequence a, the alignment results will find the mismatch position. Fig-2 . Results of the sequence alignment for simulation I.
The results in simulation I suggest if two sequences are similar, we can use sequence alignment method to find insert, delete, and replace points in one sequence by comparing with the other, which is useful for financial time series analysis, because in practice, original financial time series may contain abnormal data or missing data. In that case, we can use sequence alignment method to find the position of these abnormal or missing data if we find a sequence highly similar to the original financial sequence.
Simulation II: Recognize Lead-Lag Relationship of the Sequences
For the second datasets, sequences a and bare generated from function and respectively. x is the integer in range of [1, 1000] . Size of the two datasets are both 1000.
In simulation II, we use the same method as simulation I to symbolize the two datasets. We also divide central angle into 8 parts, and each part is . Define these 8 classes as different symbols in amino acids, which is shown in Table 2 and Fig.3 . Random delete 50 characters in sequence a and sequence b respectively. Fig-3 . Characters of the dataset and its corresponding symbols for simulation II.
For sequence alignment, we use the same method as simple score matrix in simulation I. In Fig.3 , it can be seen that function is lead of function , which means sequence b is lead of sequence a.
Alignment results in Fig.4 suggest that some gaps inserted into sequence a where sequence b is leading, so that two sequences are matched. The results in simulation II suggest sequence alignment method can make numbers of matching symbols as large as possible by inserting gaps. In financial studies, this method can be used to analyze lead-lag relationship between the two financial time series.
Simulation III: Recognize Similar Patterns of the Sequences
In simulation III, datasets and symbolization methods are the same as simulation II. In Fig.3 , it can be seen that symbol G in sequence a is always corresponding with symbol T in sequence b, and symbol P in sequence a is always corresponding with symbol S in sequence b. It seems that there are some stable patterns between these two sequences. Thus, we apply similarity-oriented score matrix proposed in section 4 in simulation III to recognize such similar patterns.
The results of standardized probability matrix are shown in Table 3 . Correspondence of symbols in two sequences is different according to different symbols. For example, standardized probability of G in sequence a with T in sequence b is 5.24, with P in sequence b is 2.53, and with S in sequence b is 0.32, which suggest symbols in the two sequences do have some stable relations. We introduce similarity-oriented scoring matrix for sequence alignment. In this simulation, set 3 points as penalty point for inserting gaps, because all of the standardized probability of symbols in Table 3 is below 3 except respective maximum matching value of each symbol. Thus, this penalty point ensures that gaps will not be inserted for matching two symbols if co-occurrence probability of the two symbols is not the maximum. The results in simulation III show that we can recognize matching patterns using similarity-oriented score matrix. The sequences for alignment not only can be the sequences with lead-lag relationship like datasets in simulation III, but also sequences with some other matching patterns, such as a set of sequences defined by cosine function and sawtooth wave function respectively, shown in Fig.6 . In financial analysis, as long as there are some stable matching patterns between two sequences, we can use sequence alignment method with proposed similarityoriented score matrix to find them. To sum up, we verify sequence alignment and proposed similarity-oriented score matrix can be used to analyze financial time series in different cases. In simulation I, the results suggest sequence alignment method is useful for data missing problem. In simulation II, it suggests that sequence alignment method can be used to analyze lead-lag relationship of financial time series. In simulation III, we can use proposed similarity-oriented score matrix to find stable matching patterns between two sequences. The similarity-oriented score matrix is not only proposed for sequences alignment, but also for hidden pattern finding. As shown in Fig.6 , peaks in trigonometric function are always corresponding to valleys in sawtooth wave function, which is a kind of matching patterns, and vice versa.
EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS
We use sequence alignment method and score matrix we proposed to analyze characters and correlation of the two markets in China, whose representative are Shanghai composite index (SH) and Shenzhen component index (SZ) respectively. Because both of the two indices reflect Chinese stock market and their constituent stocks are different, these two indices are highly correlated but not completely same. Unlike traditional methods such as
Pearson correlation coefficient to get an overall coefficient to reflect their correlation, the methods in this paper more concern about their matching patterns under certain correlation. For example, we attempt to find sharply drop of one index is always corresponding to which status of the other index, and to find whether co-occurrence of drop is more frequent than rise for the two indices. We also use different threshold to separate stock market index into several bullish and bearish intervals for sensitive analysis.
Sample and Datasets
Shanghai composite index is the weighted price of all the stocks listed in Shanghai Stock Exchange (SSE). 
Symbolization of Returns Series
In order to analyze characters of the two markets in China, we symbolize returns series as several intervals to reflect bullish and bearish. We define top 100 returns as sharply rise, called T, define last 100 as sharply drop, called A, define returns no less than 0 and except top 100 as weakly rise, called G, and define returns below 0 and except last 100 as weakly drop, called C. Symbols and its frequency in two markets are shown in Table 4 . It can be seen that the value of quantile of sharply drop A is larger than sharply rise T in both markets, which suggests that drop rate is larger than rise. Besides, both absolute values of quantile T and A in Shenzhen are larger than Shanghai, which implies that volatility of Shenzhen is more than Shanghai. It is reasonable because compared with Shanghai, there are more small and medium-size stocks in Shenzhen. 
Analysis Based on Similarity-Oriented Score Matrix
Define symbolized returns series of Shanghai as main chain, and that of Shenzhen as auxiliary chain. Then we use method proposed above to calculate score matrix.
(1) Calculate co-occurrences probability matrix, which refers to probability of returns in Shenzhen is if returns of index in Shanghai is . Thus, the sum of the value in each column in this matrix is 1. Probability matrix are shown in Table 5 .
© 2018 AESS Publications. All Rights Reserved. (2) Standardize probability matrix above, and the results are shown in Table 6 . Table-6 . Standardize probability matrix for symbolized index returns. (3)Calculate log odds matrix, and the results are shown in Table 7 . Table-7 . Logarithmic probability matrix for symbolized index returns.
Symbolized index returns in SH

It can be seen that the score become positive only when corresponding symbols are same based on the matrix in Table 7 for sequence alignment, which indicates synchronism of the two indices. The value of A in Shanghai (Shenzhen) and G or T in Shenzhen (Shanghai) is -∞, because there is no sample that A and G (or T) are cooccurrence in this time period. As for absolute value, the score for symbol A is larger than symbol T, and symbol C is larger than symbol G, which suggests concurrent decrease of the two indices is more common than rise. Besides, the score for symbol A is larger than symbol C, and symbol T is larger than symbol G, which suggests extreme volatility leads to much more co-movement of the two indices.
Sensitive Analysis
We use different threshold to separate stock market index into several bullish and bearish interval for sensitive analysis. We expand samples to November 24, 2015, and get 2550 observed data.
(
1) Symbolization of returns series
We use three cases for analysis. Definition of quantile in first case is the strictest. We define the highest 5% returns as sharply rise, called T, define the lowest 5% as sharply drop, called A, define returns no less than 0 and except the highest 5% as weakly rise, called G, and define returns below 0 and except the lowest 5% as weakly drop, called C. In second case, we release such quantile. Define the highest 10% and lowest 10% as T and A respectively.
In third case, we further release it. Define the highest 15% and lowest 15% as T and A respectively. Rule for definition of C and G is ditto. Symbols and its interval in different quantile for the two markets are shown in Table   8 . It can be seen that absolute returns of the highest 5% and lowest 5% in Shanghai is more than 2.67%, and in Shenzhen is more than 3.16%. It is similar with quantile of top and end 100 in section 6.3. When quantile is 10% or 15%, the absolute returns is not large enough, so that we called big drop for symbol A, and big rise for symbol T in these two cases.
Absolute returns of the lowest 5% is larger than the highest 5% in both markets, which indicates drop rate is larger than rise. However, absolute returns of the highest 10% and 15% is larger than the lowest 10% and 15%
respectively, which suggests distribution of index return is more concentrated in big rise (not sharply rise) than big drop (not sharply drop). Besides, in all the three cases, absolute returns at quantile in Shenzhen is larger than Shanghai. It suggests compared with Shanghai, Shenzhen which contains more small and medium-size stocks has more sharply volatility.
(2) Analysis Based on Score Matrix
Using quantile above to symbolize returns series in two markets, we define Shanghai as main chain, and Shenzhen as auxiliary chain. We use method proposed in section 4 to calculate score matrix, standardized probability matrix, and logarithmic probability matrix. The results are shown in Table 9 , 10, and 11. It can be seen that in all of the three cases, only when corresponding symbols are same does the score become positive, which verifies the results that two indices are synchronism. Besides, absolute score for symbol A is larger than symbol T, and symbol C is larger than symbol G, which suggests concurrent decrease of the two indices is more common than rise. The score for symbol A is larger than symbol C, and symbol T is larger than symbol G, which suggests extreme volatility leads to much more co-movement of the two indices. These results are similar with results in section 6.3, and prove the robustness of the results.
Besides, we also find when define the lowest 5% of the returns as A, the value of A in Shanghai (Shenzhen) with G or T in Shenzhen (Shanghai) is -∞, because there is no sample that A and G (or T) are co-occurrence in this time period. While define the lowest 15% of the returns as A, the value of A in Shanghai (Shenzhen) with G in Shenzhen (Shanghai) may not be -∞, because with release of extreme symbol's definition, some absolute returns assigned to symbol A (or T) are not significantly higher than those of C (or G). Except correlation coefficient, proposed similarity-oriented score matrix helps us to find hidden patterns in these two correlated series.
Summary
Here we summarize hidden patterns we find in Chinese stock index SSE and SZSE under their high correlation in empirical analysis. The difference between our method in this paper and traditional correlation analysis in financial time series is that our goal is not to value how similar of the two series. Traditional correlation analysis like Pearson correlation coefficient calculate an overall coefficient to reflect their correlation, while the similarity-oriented score matrix we propose is to find intrinsic hidden pattern between two highly correlated series.
The idea of proposed similarity-oriented score matrix is based on PAM matrix in sequence alignment program.
They both use known sequences to calculate frequency of aligned pairs to approximate its probability. Compared with PAM which reflect evolutionarily related of each aligned residue pair, similarity-oriented score matrix is to find co-occurs symbol pairs in different time series. For example, in above empirical analysis, the score for symbols representing decrease is larger than symbols representing rise suggests concurrent decrease of the two indices happens more than concurrent rise.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper discussed the application of sequence alignment for financial time series. A few of literatures use sequence alignment method to analyze financial series. Most of these previous literatures focus correlation analysis, and commonly used score matrix is simple matrix, which is to set a fix value subjectively. This paper suggests sequence alignment method and its score matrix can be used to more fields in financial series analysis. In simulation, we have verified simple matrix can be used to find key points, including insert, delete, and replace points, and to analyze lead-lag relations in first two simulations. Further, based on methods of calculating PAM matrix, we propose a similarity-oriented score matrix to find hidden patterns and adopt it in both simulation and empirical analysis.
We apply similarity-oriented score matrix to study characteristics and relationship between two stock markets in China. Since data characteristics for biological sequence and financial series are different, sequence alignment method cannot be directly used in financial analysis. We first symbolize financial time series as several intervals to reflect bullish and bearish. Then, use proposed similarity-oriented score matrix to find matching patterns of these two indices under their high correlation. The results suggest co-occurrence of the volatility in the two markets, and more co-movement in extreme volatility. In sensitive analysis, we get the similar results for different threshold values of symbols definition, and further evidence of co-movement in extreme cases. These results are meaningful for both financial time series analysis and application field extension of sequence alignment method.
